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By combining diamond-anvil-cell and laser-driven shock wave techniques, we produced dense He

samples up to 1:5 g=cm3 at temperatures reaching 60 kK. Optical measurements of reflectivity and

temperature show that electronic conduction in He at these conditions is temperature-activated (semi-

conducting). A fit to the data suggests that the mobility gap closes with increasing density, and that hot

dense He becomes metallic above �1:9 g=cm3. These data provide a benchmark to test models that

describe He ionization at conditions found in astrophysical objects, such as cold white dwarf atmospheres.
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Helium is the second most abundant element in the
universe, and its properties in the dense high-pressure fluid
state are an essential input to model astrophysical objects
such as giant planets [1] and white dwarf stars [2]. Of
particular interest is the domain on the phase diagram
where He makes the transition from an insulator to an
electrical conductor. Solid He at low temperature is a
wide band-gap insulator [3], with an excitonic level of
21.58 eV. Many calculations have predicted the insulator
to conductor transition pressure for solid He with the most
recent estimates [4–7] spanning the range 4:4–25 TPa (i.e.,
10–21 g=cm3) much out of reach of static experiments. At
elevated temperatures, insulator to conductor transitions
have been observed in many wide band-gap insulators,
for example, in dense H2, O2, and N2 [8–10] under multi-
shock quasi-isentropic compression, and in Al2O3, LiF,
H2O, D2, SiO2, and diamond [11–13] under single shock
compression. Generally, these transitions occur at lower
pressures than the insulator-metal transition of the cold
solid. The former three cases have been interpreted in
terms of the Mott [14] or Goldhammer-Herzfeld (GH)
[15] criteria, i.e., pressure ionization; however, in the
case of diamond, the conducting transition is associated
with melting, and in the case of single shock-compressed
D2, it is connected with molecular dissociation [12].
Electrical conductivity data has recently been reported in
dense fluid He under multiple shock compression [16], in
which the conductivity was observed to increase to a value
typical of liquid alkali metals. The density of the metallic-
like state (not directly inferred) was estimated from hydro-
dynamic calculations to be around 1 g=cm3 [17]. However,
this value of the density is surprisingly much smaller than
the insulator-metal density predicted by the GH criterion
(�7:7 g=cm3) or by the Mott criterion (�4:7 g=cm3).
Recently, various theoretical calculations [5,7,18] have

reached conclusions indicating that around 1 g=cm3, the
conductivity of dense fluid He should be temperature
activated or semiconducting.
In a previous Letter [19], we reported Hugoniot data for

He by laser shock compression, obtained at the OMEGA
laser facility. The samples were statically precompressed
in diamond-anvil cells to produce Hugoniot measurements
(i.e., of the shock-compressed density � and pressure P)
for shocks incident on samples of various initial densities,
�0 (spanning the range from the cryogenic liquid density
�0L ¼ 0:123 g=cm3 to 3:3�0L). Here, we report on mea-
surements of temperature T and of reflectivity R at 532 nm
that were performed simultaneously with the Hugoniot
measurements. The reflectivity measurements were ob-
tained from velocity interferometer [20] data at the oper-
ating wavelength of the probe laser (532 nm). Simultane-
ously, temperature was inferred from a streaked optical
single-channel pyrometer [21] which images the thermal
emission of the shocked sample over a wavelength band
centered at 650 nm with a 100 nm bandwidth. The tem-
perature is then determined using the grey body approxi-
mation (Planck spectrum), assuming a wavelength-
independent emissivity, given by (1� R ) with R being
the measured optical reflectivity at 532 nm [22].
In Fig. 1(a), the temperature data are plotted against

pressure along two Hugoniot curves centered on the initial
densities �0L and 3:3�0L, corresponding to initial sample
pressures, respectively, of 0.12 and 1.25 GPa. The much
lower temperatures observed along the 3:3�0L Hugoniot
curve illustrates how precompressed samples can be used
to create shock states that are denser and cooler than those
produced with cryogenic samples. A detailed comparison
between experimental data and calculations is shown for
the Hugoniot curve centered on �0L. The measured peak
compression ratio of 6 is in good agreement with the
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astrophysical EOS of Saumon, Chabrier, and van Horn
(SCVH) [23] and the ACTEX model [24], but slightly
larger than recent ab initio predictions [25]. Very recently,
a study of the quartz Hugoniot curve [26] (relevant to the
impedance-matching analysis) suggests that a stiffer model
for the quartz compressibility should be used to analyze the
data; for the present study, we use the densities reported in
[19] and estimate that the new calibration will shift the
densities lower by about 10% [22]. The Ross and Young
soft sphere model [24,27] does not include electronic ex-
citations and predicts higher temperatures than experiment
with a peak compression of only 4. Electronic excited and
ionized states are taken into account by the SCVH,
ACTEX, and ab initio calculations and constrain the tem-
perature rise along the Hugoniot curve, in good agreement
with experiment. From the temperature data the maximum
compression of 5–6 on the He Hugoniot curve centered at

the initial density �0L occurs at about 100 GPa and 55 000
K (55 kK). While the temperature data are not accurate
enough to discriminate among models, optical reflectivity
is a more suitable probe.
The reflectivity data of He along the Hugoniot curves for

various initial densities are plotted versus temperature in
Fig. 1(b). Within the range of final state densities obtained
in our experiments (0:7–1:5 g=cm3), the rise of reflectivity
in He is connected with the increasing ionization and
exhibits a strong temperature dependence along with a
density dependence. While the reflectivity increases mono-
tonically with temperature for all final state densities, the
threshold for onset of measurable reflectivity shifts to
lower temperatures with increasing final state density. At
a density around 0:8� 0:2 g=cm3, reflectivity above our
detection limit (about 2%) occurs above a temperature
threshold of about 30 kK, while at 1:3� 0:2 g=cm3, ob-
servable reflectivity occurs above temperatures around
21 kK. Ab initio calculations using density functional
theory (DFT) and the Kubo-Greenwood formulation have
shown that the optical conductivity of He has a Drude-like
behavior for photon energies below 10 eVat the thermody-
namic conditions of the present study [5,18]. A DFT
calculation of reflectivity with a þ3 eV correction to the
electronic gap, shown in Fig. 1(b), compares well with the
experimental data [5], indicating the data are consistent
with a gap energy around 10 eV.
Curves shown in Fig. 1(b) show the density dependence

of the reflectivity as predicted by a simple semiconducting
Drude model that has been fitted to our data. We have
applied a variation on this model to shock front reflectivity
data of other wide-band-gap materials: water [11], Al2O3,
and LiF [13]. Subsequent independent DFT modeling of
the shocked LiF case found the simple semiconducting
Drude picture to provide an accurate representation of
the detailed results [28]. The reflectivity data can be related
to the optical conductivity �ð!Þ through the complex

index of refraction n ¼ ½"b þ i�ð!Þ=!�1=2, where "b is
the contribution of the bound electrons, estimated from
experimental refractive index data [29]. For the shock front
in the precompressed sample, the Fresnel reflectivity is
given by R ¼ jðn� n0Þ=ðnþ n0Þj2, where n0 is the index
of the precompressed sample in its initial state [30].
Applying the Drude model for the conductivity, �ð!Þ ¼
ðnee2�=2meffÞð1� i!�Þ�1, the reflectivity is expressed as
a function of the electron relaxation time, �, and carrier
concentration, ne; here, meff ¼ �me is the electron effec-
tive mass expressed in terms of the vacuum mass me and a
fitting parameter �. The temperature-activated carrier con-
centration is given by the model for an intrinsic semicon-

ductor ne ¼ 2ðmeffkT=2�@
2Þ3=2f1=2ð�Eg=ð2kTÞÞ, where

fmðxÞ ¼ ð2= ffiffiffiffi

�
p ÞR1

0 ym=ð1þ ey�xÞdy is the Fermi-Dirac

integral and Eg is the gap energy. For Eg, we assumed

initially a density and temperature dependent formula:
Eg ¼ E0 � Að�=�0LÞ þ BðT=T0Þ, where kT0 ¼ 24:6 eV.
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Variation of observed temperature versus
Hugoniot pressure for two Hugoniots centered at �0L ¼
0:123 g=cm3 and 3:3�0L, where �0L is the cryogenic liquid
density. Also shown are the temperatures predicted by several
models for the �0L initial density: PIMC [25], ACTEX [24],
SCVH [23], and Ross and Young [24,27]. (b) Solid diamonds
show the observed reflectivity as a function of temperature and
final density indicated by the color scale. Curves show the
reflectivity obtained from a fit to the data using the semicon-
ductor Drude model for three final state densities: 0.8, 1.1, and
1:4 g=cm3. Gray triangles are calculated reflectivities by
Kowalski et al. [5] near 1 g=cm3 with a þ3 eV gap correction.
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We fit the modeled reflectivity RMðn0; �; TÞ to match the
observed R using orthogonal distance regression [31]. The
data are insufficient to constrain E0, A, B, and � simulta-
neously, and the fit is least sensitive to the temperature
coefficient B [32]. Therefore, we set B ¼ 0, and find the
best fit (spanning a range of densities from 0.7 to
1:5 g=cm3) gives A ¼ 1:34� 0:28, E0 ¼ 20:4� 3:7 eV,
� ¼ 0:62� 0:17. The linear density dependence of the gap
function, shown in Fig. 2(a), gives Eg ¼ 20:4 eV at � ¼ 0,

comparable to the 24.6 eV ionization energy of the isolated
atom, and to the 21.6 eV excitonic gap in solid He at
0.2 GPa and 0:18 g=cm3 [3]. At higher densities, the fit
extrapolates to Eg ¼ 0 at a density of �� 1:9 g=cm3

suggesting gap closure and metallization of the disordered
fluid near this density for temperatures below 30 kK. In the
middle of the range of our measurements, near 1 g=cm3,
the gap energy is �10 eV, significantly larger than the
temperatures reached in our measurements, and consistent
with the use of a semiconducting model. The gap energy
near 1 g=cm3 agrees well the predictions of [5,7] although
the density dependence is much steeper.

In Fig. 2(b),�DCð�; TÞ as extracted from the fitted Drude
model is plotted versus density with colors indicating
temperature. The conversion of the reflectivity data to
conductivity data is insensitive to the uncertainties of the
various parameters of our fit. The detection limit for re-
flectivity, about 2%, corresponds to conductivities above
�2:5� 104 ð�mÞ�1. Compared to two DFT calculations
[5,18], the estimated Drude conductivities from the present
data are in reasonably good agreement. However, they
have a different slope for a given isotherm, a consequence
of the weaker density dependence of the gap energy in
those models. The conductivity data of Ternovoi et al. [16]
exhibit a rapid rise of conductivity at estimated densities
around 1 g=cm3, which led to the interpretation of pressure
ionization. Those conductivities are comparable to our
measurements, and the density dependence appears close
to the slope of the 17 kK isotherm of our fit, similar to the
estimated peak temperatures of that experiment. This sug-
gests that our data and fit are consistent with Ternovoi data
set, if their densities are increased by about 25%.

The phase diagram of He on the density-temperature
plane is sketched in Fig. 3 for densities from
0:2–10 g=cm3. While the solid is expected to remain in-
sulating, the dense fluid phase has been predicted to exhibit
an insulator-to-conductor transition. The present density–
temperature data are plotted with a color scale mapped to
conductivity. Below 1 g=cm3, the conductivity is tempera-
ture activated with gap energy >10 eV. Under these con-
ditions, the ionization is relatively weak: at � ¼ 1 g=cm3

and T ¼ 20 and 50 kK, the ionization states estimated from
the Drude-semiconducting model fit are 0.6% and 11%,
respectively. The density dependence evident in the data
produces the curvature of the conductivity contours, indi-
cating that at densities approaching 2 g=cm3, metallization

(gap closure) should be achieved. This dependence proba-
bly applies only to the fluid phase, as the solid phase at
similar densities is expected to remain insulating (as is the
case for diamond and SiO2).
Two chemical models have predicted abrupt density

induced ionization mechanisms. The first model [33] pre-
dicted a first order transition fromHe toHeþ near 5 g=cm3,
and a later calculation [34] predicted a direct transition
from He to Heþ2 near 10 g=cm3, indicated in Fig. 3. While
the location (or existence) of these transitions is debatable,
our data cannot rule them out. An interesting experimental
domain would be to look at the ionization in the 2–4 g=cm3

density range below 10 kK. This regime can be accessed

FIG. 2 (color). (a) Energy gap as a function of density (solid
curve) as determined from the best fit to the reflectivity data
along with the 68% joint-parameter confidence band for the fit
(dashed curves). The shaded region spans the density range of
our measurements. The dotted curves show the gap function
obtained when the parameter B is set to þ20 and �20, respec-
tively. Solid (red) circles with error bars show the gap calculated
by Kowalski et al. [5] at T ¼ 3 eV; solid (blue) triangles show
the gap calculated by Stixrude and Jeanloz [7] at T ¼ 1:7 eV
(inverted) and T ¼ 4:3 eV (upright). Annotations indicate the
ionization energy of the isolated atom and the excitonic gap of
solid He at 0.2 GPa [3]. (b) Solid diamond symbols show the DC
conductivity inferred from the reflectivity; dashed curves show
the conductivity extracted from the semiconductor Drude fit to
the reflectivity data at 17, 25, 35, 45, and 60 kK. Colors indicate
temperature (inset scale). Other symbols show DC conductivities
as follows: solid squares calculated by Kietzmann et al. [18];
solid inverted triangles calculated by Kowalski et al. [5]; open
circles show the data set collected by Ternovoi et al. [16]
(temperatures not reported). The dot-dash line connects a pair
of calculations at 17.4 kK by Kowalski et al. to show the density
dependence.
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with initial pressures in the range of 6–10 GPa, and drive
laser energies � 10 kJ.

The present data are relevant for modeling the opacity of
white dwarf (WD) stars. The large surface gravity of white
dwarfs causes stratifications leading to nearly pure hydro-
gen and He atmospheres. The pure He atmospheres have
lower opacities and so the fastest cooling rate [35]. An
accurate model of He white dwarf cooling is thus greatly
influenced by the treatment of the ionization of He in the
warm dense regime. In Fig. 3, we have indicated the
density–temperature profile of an He-rich WD [2]. The
extension of the present measurements to 2–4 g=cm3 will
reveal how and where He ionizes within the WD atmo-
sphere. The importance of such knowledge for cosmochro-
nology has been extensively discussed in the literature
[36]. The present data already suggest that the He layer
is significantly more opaque than previously estimated.
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